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ALBERT ISLAND: A core part of making the cluster work 
is London Institute of Transport Technology, giving the skills, 
and research capacity that will drive innovation
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The London Institute of Transport Technology: 
forging a powerful relationship between skills providers and 

industry
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Institutes of Technology
Institutes of Technology are the Government’s flagship education initiative

• Focus on the higher level technical skills needed by the economy
• Enhance productivity
• Rebuild talent pipeline

QMUL, with Newham College, is at final stage of DfE procurement process
• 100 EoI’s
• 35 Stage 1 applications
• 16 invited to submit final bids In November 2018, including LITT
• “10-15” expected to be successful



London Institute Transport Technology 
LITT enjoys wide employer support, including, 3 anchor employers 

• Siemens

• Port of London Authority

• London & Regional Properties

LITT is building links to additional employers, as supporters /advisers e.g.

• Serco

• Transport for London

• And others present today

LITT enjoys specialist college support

• City College Norwich – specialist in Aviation engineering  

• Brockenhust College – specialist in Marine engineering



London Institute Transport Technology 
LITT will focus on delivery of:

• T levels 
• Higher and Degree Apprenticeships
• Specialist transport engineering degrees
• Industry-linked PhDs and research
• Commercial Professional Development

Over 1,000 places will be offered 
when at full capacity:

• 20% at Level 3 ((A level equivalent)
• 50% at Levels 4 and 5
• 30% at Level 6+



London Institute Transport Technology 
Focus on transport engineering and 
technology – the 4Rs

• £300bn infrastructure investment 
pipeline in London & South East,

• Regional need for over 40,000 
employers qualified to at least L4

LITT will cross fertilise ideas, 
experience and people 

• Across transport sub-sectors
• Into other related growth sectors –

tech; built environment; robotics; AI
• Building diversity in the industry



Our commitments to industry 

• All curriculum pathways will be shaped around what 
industry needs

• An emphasis on creating a talent pipeline of work-
ready technicians and innovators

• Commitment to flexible training packages
– apprenticeships
– workshop/applied theory 
– CPD 

• Training facilities embedded in real work 
environment

• Opportunities for commercial CPD, but most 
programmes funded through grants, student loans 
or apprenticeship levy



How you can get involved in LITT 

• Feedback – today and beyond

• Formal governance role – help us design and oversee the 
curriculum to deliver the skills you need

• Expressions of support for our bid

• On-going engagement – training; recruitment from our talent 
pool; co-investment; masterclasses; site visits etc

• There’s a form in the pack to register interest


